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Abstract
A layered light-field display is composed of several liquid

crystal layers located in front of a backlight. The light rays emit-
ted from the backlight intersect with different pixels on the lay-
ers depending on the outgoing directions. Therefore, this display
can show multi-view images (a light field) in accordance with
the viewing direction. This type of displays can also be used for
head-mounted displays (HMDs) thanks to its dense angular res-
olution. The angular resolution is an important factor, because
sufficiently dense angular resolution can provide accommodation
cues, preventing visual discomfort caused by vergence accommo-
dation conflict. To further enhance the angular resolution of a
layered display, we propose to replace some of the layers with
monochrome layers. While keeping the pixel size unchanged, our
method can achieve three times higher resolution than baseline
architecture in the horizontal direction. To obtain a set of color
and monochrome layer patterns for a target light field, we de-
veloped two computation methods based on non-negative tensor
factorization and a convolutional neural network, respectively.

Introduction
Three dimentional displays have been developed for enhanc-

ing immersive visual experiences. Among various display archi-
tectures such as those with parallax barriers [1–4] and lenticular
screens [5, 6], we focus on layered light-field displays [7–12] due
to their potential for presenting many views with limited hard-
ware resources. This type of display consists of several LCD pan-
els stacked in front of a backlight. The light rays emitted from a
single point on the backlight pass through different positions on
the layers depending on the outgoing directions. Therefore, these
light rays can take different colors/intensities depending on the
outgoing directions. As a result, this display can show multi-view
images (a light field) simultaneously, presenting different images
to different viewing directions.

Light-field displays have been applied for head-mounted dis-
plays (HMDs) [13–17], where two individual displays are used
for left and right eyes. In this case, binocular parallax is already
supported by using two different displays. However, usig a light
field display for each eye has a benefit of providing accomodation
cues. When the angular resolution of each display is sufficiently
dense, not a single but several views can be presented for the pupil
of a single eye, which provides accomodation cues and helps in-
ducing correct focus adjustment. Providing accomodation cues
prevents visual discomfort caused by vergence accommodation
conflict [18,19], a common problem with ordinary HMD displays.

In this paper, we aim to improve the angular resolution of a
layered light-field display in view of the application for HMDs.
As shown in Fig. 1, the augular resolution is determiend by the
pixel size and the interval between the layers. Several approaches
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Figure 1. Comparison of layer configurations

can be considered to enhance the angular resolution. The first
approach is to reduce the pixel size. In Kobayashi et al. [20], the
pixels on the layers were made smaller than those of the displayed
images. However, fabricating smaller pixels is not easy when the
pixels are already very small, as in the case with HMDs. More-
over, using smaller pixels leads to problems related to diffractions.
Another approach is to increase the distance between the layers.
However, this leads to an increase of the spatial volume of the
display. Meanwhile, we propose a method using monochrome
layers. Our method does not change the pixel size nor the layer
intervals. Instead, one or two of the layers were replaced by
monochrome layers. We show that by this replacement, the an-
gular resolution can be increased three times in the horizontal di-
rection without sacrificing color reproduction and image quality
for each view.

Proposed Method

Layer Configurations
We assume that the display has two layers, but the following

discussion can be extended to different numbers of layers. Shown
in Fig. 1(a) is the structure of the original layered display (the
baseline structure). Both layers are implementd with color dis-
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Figure 2. Two process flows for obtaining layer patterns for display

play panels, and thus, color filters are attached to both the display
panels. A single pixel on the display panel is represented by a
set of three subpixels corresponding to its red, green, and blue
components aligned in the horizontal direction. The augular res-
olution of the display depends on the pixel size; the horizontal
unit angle (i.e., the minimal distinguishable angle) is determined
by the width of three subpixels. Figure 1(b) shows a case with
Kobayashi et al. [20], which has three-times smaller pixels than
the baseline structure. In this case, the angular resolution becomes
three times denser than the baseline structure. However, fabricat-
ing smaller pixels involves several issues as mentioned before.

Meanwhile, we propose a method using monochrome layers
as shown in Fig. 1(c). We do not change the pixel size, but use a
monochorme display panel without color filters as the front layer.
Eliminating the color filters allows all light-rays to pass through
the layer regardless of the wavelength. Therefore, the horizontal
unit angle is determined by the width of a single subpixel. As a
result, the angular resolution can theoretically be increased up to
three times in the horizontal direction compared to the baseline
structure.

Layer Pattern Optimization
We need to obtain the transmitance patterns for the layers

(layer patterns) to display a target light field, i.e., a set of multi-
view images of a target 3-D content. To this end, the layer pat-
terns should be optimized so as to minimize the error between the
multi-view images given as the input and those emitted from (or
recosntructed by) the display. To achieve this, we developed two
methods based on non-negative tensor factorization (NTF) and
convolutional neural network (CNN), as shown in Fig. 2.

NTF-based method
In the first method, we directly optimize the layers patterns

using the multiplicative update rule of non-negative tensor fac-
torization (NTF) [21, 22]. Similar appproaches were adopted in
preivous works [7,12,20,23], but we tailored our method so as to
support our layer configuration having monochrome layers. The
optimization is described as

arg min
lm,lc

||I−Φ(lm, lc)||2 (1)

where I denote the set of input multi-view images, and lm and
lc are the patterns for the monochrome (front) and color (back)
layers. I is represented as a 5-D tensor , I(s, t,x,y,ch), where
(s, t) denotes the viewpoint, (x,y) denotes the pixel position, and
ch denotes the color channel. We assume that the displayed im-
ages have H (height)×W (width) pixels and three color channels.
Φ denotes the display’s physical process of reconstructing multi-

Table 1. Top: architecture of entire network (in: input to layer,
chns: number of input/output channels, act: activation func-
tion, nl: number of output layers (2 or 3).

layer in chns act
input I

conv2D-1a input 27/64 ReLU
conv2D-1b conv2D-1a 64/64 ReLU
conv2D-1c conv2D-1b 64/64

Add-1 conv2D-1a + conv2D-1c ReLU
conv2D-2a Add-1 64/64 ReLU
conv2D-2b conv2D-2a 64/64 ReLU
conv2D-2c conv2D-2b 64/64

Add-2 conv2D-2a + conv2D-2c ReLU
...

...
conv2D-24a Add-24 64/64 ReLU
conv2D-24b conv2D-24a 64/64 ReLU
conv2D-24c conv2D-24b 64/64

Add-24 conv2D-24a + conv2D-24c ReLU
conv2D-L Add-24 64/nl Hard Sigmoid

output conv2D-L

view images from the layers, and is written as

Φ(lm, lc) = Î(s, t,x,y,ch)

= lm(y+ t,3x+ ch+ s)lc(y,x,ch)B (2)

where B is the luminance of the backlight, and lm and lc are rep-
resented as H× 3W and H×W × 3 tensors, respectively. At the
begining of optimization, lm and lc are initialized to random val-
ues. The update rule is applied to lm and lc alternatively. As the
number of updates increases, the reconstruction quality improves,
but it also increases the computation time.

We implemented the NTF-based method using CuPy ver
7.7.0, based on the software provided by Maruyama et al. [23].

CNN-based method
The second method is implemented as a convolutional neural

network (CNN), similarly to Maruyama et al. [23]. The network,
denoted by fθ , learns the mapping between the input multi-view
images (I) and the corresponding layer patterns (lm and lc). The
parameters of the network (θ ) are optimized through the training
process on a large amount of data (D).

arg min
θ

∑
I∈D
||I−Φ( fθ (I))||2 (3)
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(a) Original layers (b) High resolution layers (c) Monochrome layer

Figure 3. Comparison on layer configurations: displayable multi-view images (top) and reconstructed images (bottom).

The network architecture is summarized in Table 1. We
adopted a similar architecture as that in [23], but increased the
number of convolutional layers to improve the accuracy. Our net-
work is composed of a stack of 2-D convolutinal layers, for all
of which, the kernel size and strides are set to 3× 3 and (1,1),
respectively. We adopt boundary paddings to keep the image size
unchanged before and after the convolution. The inputs to the net-
work is a set of multi-view images from 3×9 viewpoints and the
outputs from the network is a set of layer patterns. The input is
reshaped to a tensor of H× 3W × 27, where three color compo-
nents are expanded in the width dimension, and 3×9 images are
stacked along the channel dimension:

I(s, t,x,y,ch)→ I(y,3x+ ch,9t + s) (4)

The output consists of the color and monochrome layers (lm and
lc), each of which is represented as a H×3W tensor. The number
of channels in the output (nl) corresponds to the number of layers,
which is 2 or 3 in this paper. For the color layer lc, the color com-
ponents are included in the width demension, and thus, it should
be reshaped as

lc(y,3x+ ch)→ lc(y,x,ch) (5)

Finally, from these layers, multi-view images were reconstructed
using Eq. (2).

We collected the traing data from two light field datasets [24,
25]. Each image in a light field was cropped into a 64×64 region,
and a collection of these resions from 27 viewpoints constitute a
training sample. We applied data augmentation to the luminance
values of each sample, and finally collected 55K samples. Our
network was implemented using PyTorch ver 1.3.1, a Python-
based framework for deep neural network. We used the mean
squared error as the loss function. We trained the network over 20
epoches using the batch size of 15 and built-in Adam optimizer.

Experimental Results
We first compared the three layer configurations shown in

Fig. 1 using the NTF-based layer optimization method. Through-
out this comparsion, the pixel size of the displayed images I was
set to that of a single color pixel (three subpixels) of the origi-
nal layers. The number of layers was set to 2, and the number of
updates was fixed to 50.

The results are presented in Fig. 3. As shown in the top row,
the number of views reconstructed from the display was 3×3 for
the case of the original layers (a), but it was 3× 9 for the cases
with the high-resulution layers (b) and the monochrome layer (c).
The latter two configurations can increase the angular resolution
three times in the horizontal direction, because the horizontal unit
angle was decreased three times lower than that of the original
layers. Close-ups from reconstructed images are shown in the bot-
tom of Fig. 3. Note there that in our method (c), the colors of the
target object are clearly reconstructed even though one of the lay-
ers had no color filters. The reconstruction quality was measured
as PSNR values, which were 34.84 dB for the high-resolution lay-
ers (b) and 34.04 dB for the monochrome layer (c). These values
were first calculated for each color channel and each viewpoint,
and then, avaraged over all the channels and viewpoints. Note
again that our method with the monochrome layer achieved this
quality using three times less pixels than the high-resolution lay-
ers.

Next, we evaluated the performance of our method with dif-
ferent numbers of layers and different optimization methods. The
number of layers was set to 2 or 3, and both the NTF-based and
CNN-based optimization methods were implemented. In the case
of three layers, we kept the middle layer as a color layer, but set
the front and back layers to monochorme layers. Figure 4 shows
layer patterns and reconstructed images obtained from each con-
figuration. We can see that our method can reproduce textures
and colors even though only a single layer had color filters. Us-
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(i) 2 layers +
NTF

(ii) 2 layers +
CNN

(iii) 3 layers +
NTF

(iv) 3 layers +
CNN

(v) 2 layers + NTF (vi) 2 layers + CNN

(vii) 3 layers + NTF (viii) 3 layers + CNN

Figure 4. Results obtained using monochrome layers; layer patterns (top) and reconstructed images (bottom).
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Table 2: Performance of monochrome layers with different
number of layers and different optimization methods.

Method PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ time [s]
2 layers + NTF 26.29 0.8639 2.950
2 layers + CNN 26.33 0.8636 0.271
3 layers + NTF 27.95 0.9043 3.819
3 layers + CNN 27.90 0.9033 0.272

ing three layers lead to better reconstruction quality than the case
with two layers. Table 2 summarizes PSNR, SSIM, and compu-
tation time for each configuration. The PSNR and SSIM values
were first calculated for each color channel and each viewpoint,
and then, avaraged over all the channels and viewpoints. For this
experiment, we used a PC with an Intel Core i9-9900K Processer,
32 Gbyte main memory, and a NVIDIA Geforce RTX 2080 Ti
graphics card. For the same number of layers, the reconstruc-
tion quality was almost the same regardless of the optimization
method. However, the CNN-based method had a clear advantage
in terms of the computation time over the NTF-based method.

Conclusions
We proposed a method for increasing the angular resolu-

tion of layered light-field displays using monochrome layers. We
also developed NTF-based and CNN-based methods for com-
puting the layer patterns for the given multi-view images. We
confirmed that our method can successfully increase the angular
resolution three times in the horizontal direction, while keeping
the image quality of color reproduction. It is notable that even
though the size of pixels on the layers was kept unchanged, our
method achieved similar reconstruction quality to the higher reso-
lution layers. Our future work will include implementation of our
method on real hardware.
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